Electric Fires Collection

Transform your home with a Dimplex electric fire. Settle back and discover the Dimplex difference.
Snuggle into your favourite armchair in a haven of warmth and cosiness. Treat the whole family to
the benefits of a real fire but with none of its fuss and mess. Marvel how the latest flame technology
can make it easily mistaken for the real thing yet it’s so easy to install. Then unwind and relax in
the knowledge that we’ve been making fires for almost 70 years. Dimplex fires are 100% efficient
at point of use and most have a flame only setting, so no heat is wasted. They also have the added
reassurance of BEAB approval* because we want you to enjoy the best and safest fire you can.
And the best place to start is right here.

*Approved or awaiting approval at time of printing

Opti-myst fires
A stunning range surpassing all expectations for realism in
an electric fire.

Optiflame fires
A range of contemporary and traditional fires using our original
and the world’s best-selling electric flame effect.

Whatever your style and tastes, there’s a Dimplex fire to meet your
dreams and match your budget. While some feature the latest HDTV
technology to create dancing flames and audible crackling logs, others

Opti-V fires
A virtual fireplace experience like no other. A perfect blend of
magic and realism.
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deliver a 3D illusion of smoke and flame. But whichever you choose, it
will be the warm and comforting focal point you’d always hoped for.

Surrounds
Three surrounds ready for use with Dimplex electric inset fires.

Radiant fires
A collection of traditional radiant bar fires.

Accessories/Specifications
A range of accessories and detailed specifications for our fires.
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We appreciate that choosing a new fire for your home can be
an important decision, which is why you want to be able to see
a variety of fires and actually touch, try and see the realism of
the flame effect for yourself.
To give you every confidence that you’re buying the right
fire, we’ve created a network of Dimplex retailers around the
country, each with a range of fires on display. They’ll be
happy to guide you through all the different options available
as well as demonstrating a selection of fires in operation in
their showrooms.
Our retailers are your guarantee of the expert advice and
individual customer service you can expect from Dimplex.

Dimplex Centres have
a minimum of four fires
on display including
at least one from our
Opti-myst® range.

Dimplex CentrePlus
retailers have a minimum
of seven fires on display
including at least three
from our Opti-myst® range.

3-Year Warranty
Wherever you see this logo in this brochure, it means that
when you buy the fire featured from a Dimplex Centre or
CentrePlus retailer, you are entitled to a completely-free
additional two-year warranty in addition to the statutory one
year warranty. To take advantage of this, simply complete
the form given to you by your retailer or register online at
www.dimplex.co.uk/warranty. Product must be installed in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. For full terms and
conditions visit www.dimplex.co.uk/terms-and-conditions.
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Deceptively Real
The ultrasonic technology behind Opti-myst® presents the heart-warming illusion
of a real fire at the flick of a switch. Mesmerised by the light mirrored in its ultrafine water mist as it rises from the coals or logs, your eyes will delight in what they
contentedly accept as authentic flames and smoke. It’s this astonishing threedimensional deception that helped create the world’s most realistic electric
fire range.
See a video of the flame effect for yourself at dimplex.co.uk/optimyst

Crestmore
Classic inset fire with the latest touch screen control.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• Traditional brass effect fret
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• Electronic display with touch sensitive controls
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. CRS20
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Penngrove

Sacramento

Contemporary inset fire with the latest touch screen control.

Stylish chrome effect contemporary inset fire.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• Chrome effect fret
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• Electronic display with touch sensitive controls
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• Gloss black back panel
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Inset depth of just 65mm
• Optional spacer (OSP002) available (at extra cost) allows use flat-to-wall
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. PNN20
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Model no. SCR20
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DNV20CH - chrome

DNV20AB - antique brass

Inset fire available in a choice of finishes to suit any interior scheme.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• New gloss black back panel
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Inset depth of just 65mm
• Quick-fit IEC (kettle-type) connection
• Optional spacer (OSP002) available at extra cost allows use flat-to-wall
• Available in four finishes
DNV20AB - antique brass
DNV20BR - brass

DNV20BR - brass

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

DNV20BL - black
DNV20CH - chrome

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
DNV20BL - black
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Whitmore
Classic cast iron inset fire meets innovative contemporary design.

Medium-sized stove bringing a modern twist to a classic design.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• Cast iron frame and fret
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Inset depth of just 65mm
• Optional spacer (OSP002) available (at extra cost) allows use flat-to-wall

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Coal effect fuel bed
• Black cast-iron effect
• Opening door for added authenticity
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• Electronic display with touch screen sensitive control
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Subject to availability

Model no. WMR20
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Model no. WLL20
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Auberry

Oakhurst

Contemporary medium-sized stove - a beautiful new take on an old classic.

Traditional medium-sized style stove with classical looks.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Creamy-white, gloss enamel-style finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Black cast-iron effect
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. AUB20

Model no. OKT20

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details
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Burgate
Luxurious cast-iron style stove which combines classic design with a modern finish.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Creamy-white gloss enamel-style finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers
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Cast-iron style stove with eye-catching good looks.
NEW ICON
TO BE
CREATED

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Black gloss enamel-style finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. MRB20

Model no. BRG20

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details
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Tahoe

Redway

A stylish wall fire to create a real wow factor in any room.

A stunning wall fire, framed for your wall.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Open fronted design
• Black finish
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Chassis can also be partially inset so that the frame protrudes with just a 20mm gap

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Open fronted design
• Black finish with anthracite
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Chassis can also be partially inset so that the frame protrudes with just a 20mm gap

to the wall. Inset instructions are available from the Dimplex website
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Pebble bed

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

Pebble bed

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

to the wall. Inset instructions are available from the Dimplex website

• Total depth of just 170mm
• White pebble bed available as optional extra (part OMWFPB)
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Total depth of just 181mm
• White pebble bed available as optional extra (part OMWFPB)
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. TAH20

Model no. RDY20
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Alameda
An all-in-one solution for a dramatic yet simple, complete fireplace suite.

An all-in-one solution to create an instant fireplace.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Stone effect surround
• Brick effect back panel - removable if matt black finish required
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• Fully concealed 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Requires assembly
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Stone effect surround
• Fully variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Opti-myst® effect can be used independently of heat
• Fully concealed 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. ALM20
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Model no. MFD20
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Optiflame® is the original Dimplex electric fire that revolutionised the market
when first launched in 1988. Endlessly refined over the years to become the
world’s most popular electric flame effect, you can experience its realistic glow
year round simply by switching on the ‘flames’ without the heating. So you can
enjoy their comforting cosiness on mild but gloomy spring mornings or on dark
autumn evenings.
See a video of the flame effect for yourself at dimplex.co.uk/optiflame

Bring unused fireplaces back to life with this traditional fire basket design.

• Unique Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• Low energy LED special effect lighting
• Individual logs to create your own fuel bed
• Removable glowing ash bed
• Remote control included
• Requires assembly
• Note: This fire does not include a heater
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. SVT20
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ADG20 - chrome with pebbles

Pebble bed

Aspen
Inset fire available in a choice of finishes to match your interior.

Modern inset fire for a contemporary twist on a classic design.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with large white pebbles and real coal

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with pebbles and real coal for choice of fuel bed
• Stainless steel effect finish with brass effect details
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall

for choice of fuel bed

• One piece cast front and frame
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

ADG20BR - brass with coals

Coal bed

using spacer provided

using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues
• Choice of finishes

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

ADG20 - polished cast iron finish with brass effect knob and
stainless steel effect canopy
ADG20BR - polished brass effect with brass/chrome effect
knob and black canopy
ADG20BN - polished black nickel effect and black canopy

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex
CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
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ADG20BN - black nickel with coals

Model no. ASP20
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DAN20BR - brass

DAN20CH-LED - chrome

Danesbury
Inset fire available in a choice of finishes to suit any interior.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostatic heat control
• Controls concealed beneath lift-up canopy
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall

DAN20BL - black

using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues
• Choice of finishes
DAN20CH-LED - chrome
DAN20BR - brass effect
DAN20BL - black
DAN20AB - antique brass effect

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
DAN20AB - antique brass
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DLS20BN-LED - black nickel

Coal bed

Elda
Retro chic inset fire with contemporary style.

Inset fire with simple clean lines.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with white pebbles and real coal for

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with pebbles and real coal for choice of fuel bed
• Stainless steel effect finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall

choice of fuel bed

• Chrome effect detailing
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostatic heat control
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used
flat-to-wall using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all

DLS20 - stainless steel

using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues

Pebble bed

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

conventional flues

• Choice of finishes

DLS20 - stainless steel effect
DLS20BN-LED - black nickel effect

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Model no. ELD20
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EBY15CH - chrome

Exbury

Freeport

Canopy free inset fire - in a choice of finishes to
suit your interior.

Stylish and contemporary fire with modern finish.

•
• Supplied with real coal
• Flame effect can be used independently of

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with pebbles and real coal for choice

Unique Optiflame® effect

heat source

• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1kW fan heater
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Can be used flat-to-wall with 70mm spacer provided
• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all

of fuel bed

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

EBY15 - brass

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

FPT20 - stainless steel and also fitted with
60mm spacer for using flat-to-wall

• Choice of finishes

• Choice of finishes

FPT20 – stainless steel effect with chrome effect
details and polished cast fret
FPT20BN – black nickel effect

EBY15CH - chrome effect EBY15 - brass effect
EBY15AB-LED - antique brass effect

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and

Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostatic heat control
• Quick-fit IEC (kettle-type) connection
• Inset depth of just 55mm without spacer
• Can be used flat-to-wall with 60mm spacer provided
• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all
conventional flues

conventional flues
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FPT20BN - black nickel

Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

EBY15AB-LED - antique brass

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
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STM20CH - chrome

Rockport

Stamford

Modern inset fire with polished cast iron finish.

Traditional designed inset fire with brass or chrome
effect finish.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with pebbles
• Polished cast iron finish with stainless steel effect canopy
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostatic heat control
• Quick-fit IEC (kettle-type) connection
• Inset depth of just 55mm without spacer
• Can be used flat-to-wall with 60mm spacer provided
• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Inset depth of 75mm
• Optional spacer (SPA-OF1) available at extra cost
allows use flat-to-wall

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all
conventional flues

STM20 - brass

• Choice of finishes

STM20 - brass effect
STM20CH - chrome effect

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. RKT20
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HTN20CH - chrome

HTN20BR - brass

Horton
Traditional styled inset fire available in a choice of finishes.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostatic heat control
• Controls concealed beneath lift-up canopy
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall
using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues
• Choice of finishes
HTN20BR - brass effect with black detail
HTN20BL - black with brass effect detail,
HTN20CH - chrome effect with black detail

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

HTN20BL - black
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WYN20AB - antique brass

WYN20BR - brass

Wynford
Traditional inset fire with a choice of finishes.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Inset depth of just 55mm fully inset or can be used flat-to-wall
using spacer provided

• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all conventional flues
• Choice of three finishes
WYN20AB - antique brass effect finish
WYN20BR - brass effect finish with black detail,
WYN20CH - chrome effect finish with black detail

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

WYN20CH - chrome
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X1S - silver

X1S and X1B
Modern canopy-free inset fire in a choice of finishes.

Contemporary style free-standing fire.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with coal and small white pebbles for choice

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coals and white pebbles for choice of fuel bed
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Chrome and satin silver effect
• Fits flat-to-wall
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001

of fuel bed

• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1kW fan heater
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Fits flat-to-wall with 70mm spacer provided
• Designed to fit 16” and 18” fireplaces and all

X1B - black

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

conventional flues

• Choice of finishes
X1S - silver
X1B - black

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Subject to availability

Model no. CST20
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Coal bed

Cheriton

Detroit

A traditionally styled free-standing fire.

Traditional free-standing fire with chrome details.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal
• Black and brass effect finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Low running cost LED lightning
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Designed to fit flat-to-wall; no inset depth required
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coals and white pebbles for choice of fuel bed
• Black and chrome effect finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Designed to fit flat-to-wall; no inset depth required
• Shown with optional hearth pad model no. HPD001

Pebble bed

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. CHT20
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Model no. DTT20
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Coal bed

Zamora

Club

A modern twist on a traditional free-standing fire.

Mid-sized cast-iron style electric stove.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coals and white pebbles for choice of fuel bed
• Black and chrome effect finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Fits flat-to-wall
• Shown with optional hearth pad model no. HPD001

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Finished in matt black
• Opening door for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Compatible with stove pipe accessory STP001 and hearth pad HPD001

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Pebble bed

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Plinth shown is not supplied. See page 65

Model no. ZAM20
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Model no. CLB20
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Courchevel
A mid-sized cast-iron stove in white for a show stopping style statement.

A full-sized, elegant cast-iron stove ideal for both traditional and modern homes.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Matt white finish
• Opening door for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal and log effect for choice of fuel bed
• Creamy-white gloss finish
• Opening doors for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. CVL20N
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Model no. CHV20N
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Log bed

Brayford
Authentic full-sized cast-iron style stove for those seeking a
traditional styled fire.

•
• Supplied with real coal and log effect for choice of fuel bed
• Black gloss finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001

Compact stove designed to fit in or on a standard fireplace and hearth.

Unique Optiflame® effect

Coal bed

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Log effect fuel bed
• Black cast effect finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. SKG20BLN
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Model no. BFD20N
49

Compact stove designed to fit in or on a standard
fireplace and hearth.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal fuel bed
• Black cast effect finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently
of heat

• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Model no. SBN20N

SBN20N - Springborne

Orange

Tango
Traditional ‘cast iron’ style stove in matt black finish.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Supplied with real coal fuel bed
• Black cast effect finish
• Two opening doors for added authenticity
• Flame effect can be used independently
of heat source

• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Compatible with hearth pad accessory HPD001
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
Model no. TNG20R

TNG20R - Tango
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Stylish curved black glass wall fire with colour
changing fuel bed to create a real statement in
any room.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
*Terms &
• Colour changing fuel bed
conditions
apply, please
• Light intensity control
see page 7
• LED backlights, with colour changing display
for details
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Bluetooth speaker with crackling fire sound effect
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and

Blue

Green

Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. ART20

Red
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BZT20N - Bizet
Bizet - with white frame

Belford
Wall fire with sleek design with large 1.2m width viewing area.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Gloss black frame
• Silvered glass pieces ember bed
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1.2kW heat output
• Remote control included
• Can be recessed into wall
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. BLF50-UK
52

Modern wall fires designed for use either wall-mounted
or recessed.

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Bizet - finished in silver grey with a reversible frame
finished in gloss black and gloss white

• Bach - Dark grey frame with black front
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Remote control included
• Thermostatic heat control
See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. BZT20N - Bizet, BCH20 - Bach

BCH20 - Bach
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MZT20BL - black

SP16

Mozart

A contemporary wall mounted fire with large flame picture area for a
stunning centre piece to your room.

Free-standing suite in a choice of finishes for modern
and traditional rooms.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Optiglo® glowing log bed
• Black finish
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Chassis can also be inset so that only the frame protrudes
• Concealed fan heater
• Remote control included

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Log effect fuel bed
• Surround has stone-effect finish with black

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

marble-effect back panel

• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Concealed controls
• Choice of finishes
MZT20 - cream
MZT20BL - black

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. SP16
54

MZT20 - cream

55

Compact, free-standing suite ideal for both modern and traditional rooms.

An elegant free-standing suite ideal for traditional homes.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Log effect fuel bed
• Surround has stone-effect finish with dark marble effect back panel
• Ready assembled
• Flame can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1.5kW fan heater with choice of heat settings
• Concealed controls
• Remote control included
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Log effect fuel bed
• Stone effect surround and dark grey fire
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1.2kW fan heater

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. MMZ15
56

Model no. CDW12WWN
57

Opti-V® is unlike any other electric flame effect fire. Its flickering flames dart
and dance amongst glowing logs that crackle and spark yet never burn away.
Discreet LED lighting glimmers deep in each log adding to their extraordinarily
realistic appearance. Driven by the high definition technology usually employed
in the latest TVs, you’re actually basking in the glow of a real live fire created in
your fireplace by the magic of virtual reality.
See a video of the flame effect for yourself at dimplex.co.uk/optiv

Ultra compact, free-standing suite.

• Unique Optiflame® effect
• Log effect fuel bed
• Surround has a light oak effect finish with black back panel
• Ready assembled
• Flame can be used independently of heat
• Low running cost LED lighting
• 1.5kW fan heater with choice of heat settings
• Concealed controls
• Remote control included
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

Model no. FGA15
58

59

PGF20

PGF10 and PGF20
Fully built-in electric wall fire with Opti-V®
flame effect.

•

Cast-iron style stove with Opti-V® 3D effect electric fire.

• Flame effect is shown via HD TV screen
• LED fuel bed and lighting
• 2kW fan heater with a choice of 2 heat settings
• Electronic controls
• Crackling logs sound effects with adjustable volume
• Thermostatic heat control
• Remote control included
• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

Flame effect is shown via 22 inch, full colour,
High Definition LCD television screens

• The screen fuel bed and lighting is run by
low energy LEDs

• Remote control with sound effect volume control
• PGF10 is available with optional graphite

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

effect frame

• Viewing aperature:

PGF10 - H240 x W690mm
PGF20 - H240 x W1310mm

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre
and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
These fires do not include a heater

Model no. PGF10, PGF20
60

PGF10

Model no. SNG20
61

Surrounds

Fully assembled MDF surround, back panel and hearth, purpose designed
for use with Dimplex electric fires. No structural alterations needed as
surrounds are freestanding – all you need is a flat wall and a power point
for the fire.
For use with electric fires only.

• Surround finished in maple effect with
textured black back panel and hearth

• Compatible with all of the current
Dimplex 16”/18” inset fires

Model no. GDS1A

VLT-OV - Volterra

• Natural stone effect surround
• Compatible with all of the current
Dimplex 16”/18” inset fires

Model no. GDS3
Free-standing Opti-V® electric fire.

• Striking design: lattice frame for a
dramatic statement

• LCD television screen: High Definition
• Fuel bed and lighting: low energy LEDs
• Total electricity consumption: 35W
• Remote control with sound effect volume control
• Cellini shown with legs, but may be

*Terms &
conditions
apply, please
see page 7
for details

displayed without

• This fire is only available through Dimplex Centre
and Dimplex CentrePlus retailers

• Surround finished in mahogany effect with
textured cream back panel and hearth

See pages 65 to 67 for product dimensions
These fires do not include a heater

• Compatible with all of the current Dimplex
16”/18” inset fires

Model no. GDS1

Model no. CLL-OV - Cellini, VLT-OV - Volterra
62

CLL-OV - Cellini

63

Detailed dimensions – Optiflame® and Opti-myst® electric inset fires

• A free-standing fire with unique Optiflame coal effect
• 2kW radiant heat, plus 0.5kW convected heat
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat source
• ‘Economiser’ control
• Finished in matt black with brass effect trim
®

Model no. LYM28E

• Attractive cherry finish surround
• Flickering flame coal effect
• 2kW of radiant heat with ‘Economiser’ control
• Effect can be used independently of heat source
• 0.8kW convector with variable thermostat for
background warmth

Model no. 316CHE

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Adagio

390

344

55

10

95

55

555

130

Aspen

390

344

55

10

75

55

555

107

Crestmore

357

330

77

-

111

77

543

129

Danesbury

390

344

55

10

70

55

555

115D

Danville

397

360

65

-

128

65

536

166

Delius

390

344

55

10

75

55

555

125

Elda

390

344

55

10

70

55

555

107

Exbury

390

338

70

26

89

70

544

134

Freeport

390

344

55

10

75

55

555

125

Horton

390

344

55

10

75

55

555

115

Penngrove

357

330

77

-

111

77

543

129

Rockport

390

344

55

10

95

55

555

130

Sacramento

397

360

65

-

128

65

536

166

Stamford

364

364

70

-

84

75

565

107

Whitmore

397

360

65

-

128

65

536

166

Wynford

390

344

55

10

70

55

555

100

X1

390

338

70

26

83

70

544

128

PLAN VIEW INSET FIRES

A
A

B

D

C

B
C

PROFILE VIEW INSET FIRES

E
F

E
F

G
G

H
H

All dimensions are shown in millimetres. Please allow ± 5mm tolerance.

Surrounds
• Traditional freestanding fire
• Flickering log effect
• 2kW radiant heat with 1kW/2kW heat selection
• Effect can be used independently of heat source

Surrounds
Holwell

Model
No.

Finish of
surround

Finish of back panel

GDS1A

Maple effect

Black back panel
& hearth

1200

1113

395

280

420

580

43kg

GDS1

Mahogany
effect

Cream back panel
& hearth

1200

1113

395

280

420

580

43kg

Natural
stone effect

Natural stone effect
back panel & hearth

1200

A

B

C

D

E

F

Weight of
surround

D

E

Ashmore

Model no. YEO20
Rockborne

GDS3

B

B
F

1085

350

253

420

580

48kg
A

C

All dimensions are shown in millimetres. Please allow ± 5mm tolerance.

Accessories

Model no. 314CHE

HEARTH PAD

STOVE PIPE

• OMLLIN - Large logs for Opti-myst

• Suitable for electric fires

• Stove pipe kit compatible with Club,

• OMWFPB - Pebble bed

• Slate effect finish (HPD001)
• Approximate dimensions:

• ‘Slot together’ construction allows

ALTERNATIVE FUEL BEDS
®

inset fires (Danville, Sacramento,
Whitmore)
for Opti-myst® wall fires
(Tahoe, Redway)

and electric stoves ONLY

15mm (H) 800mm (W) 380mm (D)

Springborne, Tango and Brayford
for two different height/depth
options#

• Part no. STP001
Option A#

Option B#
221 mm

• Stylish black canopy
• Flickering flame log effect
• 2kW of radiant heat with ‘Economiser’ control
• Effect can be used independently of heat source
• 0.5kW of thermostatically controlled convected heat
• Choice of heat settings
Model no. 430RCE/B
64

Product dimensions please see pages 66-67. Plinths/hearths not supplied.

Large log fuel bed for inset Opti-myst® fires.

456 mm

281 mm

516 mm

• Freestanding or wall-mounted
• Attractive cherry finish surround
• 2kW of radiant heat with ‘Economiser’ control
• Effect can be used independently of heat source
• Flickering flame coal effect
• Choice of heat settings

HPD001 shown on page 42, 43,
44, 46, 49 and page 50.

SPACER KITS
OSP002 – to fit Danville and Sacramento.
SPA-OF1 – to fit Stamford.

124.2 mm

124.2 mm
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Technical Specification
Page
number

Total
output in
kW

Power consumption
on effect only in
Watts

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Total depth
(mm)

Depth of inset
(mm)
(if applicable)

Page
number

Total
output in
kW

Power consumption
on effect only in
Watts

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Total
depth
(mm)

Depth of inset
(mm)
(if applicable)

Alameda ALM20

22

2.0

190

895

1075

300

~

Adagio ADG20, ADG20BR, ADG20BN

26

2.0

9

635

516

185

55

Auberry AUB20

16

2.0

190

620

480

300

~

Artesia ART20

51

2.0

10

620

900

215

-

Burgate BGA20

19

2.0

190

670

620

390

-

Aspen ASB20

27

2.0

9

617

520

162

55

12-13

2.0

190

620

520

231

65

Bach BCH20

53

2.0

9

600

696

183

~

Crestmore CRS20

9

2.0

80

495

1280

178

~

196

77

52

15

465

Belford BLF50UK

1.2

615

Meribel MRB20

18

2.0

621

750

183

~

620

390

-

53

9

670

Bizet BZT20N

2.0

190

Moorefield MFD20

23

545

440

310

-

870

920

315

-

49

10

190

Brayford BFD20N

2.0

2.0

Oakhurst OKT20

17

665

603

226

-

620

480

300

-

41

9

190

Castillo CST20

2.0

2.0

Penngrove PNN20

10

915

934

297

-

615

465

196

77

57

9

80

Chadwick CDW12WWN

1.2

2.0

Redway RDY20

21

682

639

194

-

690

760

181

~

42

9

190

Cheriton CHT20

2.0

2.0

Sacramento SCR20

11

640

620

390

-

620

520

220

65

47

10

190

Chevalier CHV20N

2.0

2.0

Silverton SVT20

24

597

510

340

-

305

684

355

~

45

10

60

Club CLB20

2.0

-

Tahoe TAH20

20

597

510

340

-

695

900

170

~

46

10

190

Courchevel CVL20N

2.0

2.0

Whitmore WMR20

14

2.0

190

620

520

220

65

28-29

2.0

9

620

518

170

55

Willowbrook WLL20

15

2.0

80

580

440

280

~

Delius DLS20, DLS20BN-LED

30

2.0

9

617

520

180

55

Detroit DTT20

43

2.0

9

665

603

226

-

Elda ELD20

31

2.0

9

617

514

162

55

Exbury EBY15, EBY15CH,
EBY15AB-LED

32

1.0

9

583

519

204

70

Figaro FGA15

58

1.5

9

750

700

260

-

Freeport FPT20, FPT20BN

33

2.0

9

617

520

180

55

36-37

2.0

9

621

521

170

55

Mini Mozart MMZ15

56

1.5

9

750

700

260

-

Mozart MZT20, MZT20BL

55

2.0

9

857

920

375

-

Rockport RKT20

34

2.0

9

635

520

185

55

SP16

54

2.0

14

525

1200

182

~

Opti-myst fires

Danville DNV20AB, DNV20BL,
DNV20BR, DNV20CH

Opti-V
Cellini CLL-OV

62

-

35

705

420

360

-

Volterra VLT-OV

62

-

35

520

625

360

-

PGF10

60

-

35

445

736

320

320

PGF20

60

-

70

445

1356

320

320

Sunningdale SNG20

61

2.0

25

660

630

440

-

Radiant bar fires

Optiflame fires

Danesbury DAN20AB, DAN20BL,
DAN20BR, DAN20CH-LED

Horton HTN20BL, HTN20BR, HTN20CH

Lymington LYM28E

64

2.5

130

690

720

275

-

Springborne SBN20N

50

2.0

10

545

440

310

-

Lyndhurst 430RCE/B

64

2.5

120

680

710

225

-

Stamford STM20, STM20CH

35

2.0

9

615

465

195

75

Optima 314CHE

64

2.0

120

540

775

215

-

Stockbridge SKG20BLN

48

2.0

10

640

620

390

-

Theme 316CHE

64

2.8

130

610

775

265

-

Tango TNG20R

50

2.0

10

545

440

310

-

Yeominster YEO20

64

2.0

60

395

631

214

-

Wynford WYN20AB, WYN20BR,
WYN20CH

38-39

2.0

9

620

520

155

55

X1 X1B, X1S

40

1.0

9

582

519

198

70

Zamora ZAM20

44

2.0

9

665

603

226

-

Notes
See relevant product page for opening requirements.
All dimensions are shown in millimetres. Please allow +/- 5mm tolerance.
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After Sales Service
If you require after sales service please visit www.dimplex.co.uk/support.

CE Mark
Our products carry the CE mark complying with European safety standards and the European Standard for
electro magnetic compatibility.

British Electrotechnical Approvals Board BEAB Approved
The mark of the British Electrotechnical Approvals Board signifies that the appliance bearing it has been
produced to the stringent safety requirements for domestic electrical appliances as laid down in BSEN60335.
All Dimplex electric fires are approved by BEAB or awaiting approval at time of printing.

Specifications
Dimplex policy is one of continuous improvement; the Company therefore reserves the right to alter
specifications without notice. Although every care has been taken in the reproduction of product finishes in
this brochure, the colour photographs and the flame effects should be taken only as a guide. The information
contained in this brochure is correct at the time of printing. You are advised to consult your dealer before
purchasing. For a list of your local retailers please visit www.dimplex.co.uk

The Dimplex Range
Dimplex offers the widest range of electric space and water heating products in the world – nearly 700 – to
meet almost any heating need. In addition to this publication, we have a wide range of brochures for both
domestic and commercial applications. Please visit our website for more information.

Dimplex Website
Our website is full of information which may be useful to you including:
• Details of your local Dimplex Centre and CentrePlus retailers – including where you can see a particular
fire on display
• Videos of the Opti-myst and Optiflame effects
• Installation and operating instructions
• How to buy spare parts
Visit www.dimplex.co.uk/fires today!
Selected surrounds featured in this brochure were supplied by the companies listed below. Any surround not
listed is no longer available. Please note that some of the surround designs listed may have been discontinued
by their manufacturers.
Aspen
ASP20
Danesbury Black
DAN20BL
Delius
DLS20
Allwood Fireplaces Ltd, Units 3
Spark Business Park, Hamilton Road,
Stockport, Cheshire SK1 2AE
Telephone: 0161 300 4363

Danesbury Antique Brass DAN20AB
X1 Black
X1B
Meribel
MRB20
OER, Fireplace Works, Normacot Road,
Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire
ST3 1PN
Telephone: 01782 319350
www.oerfireplaces.com

Horton
HTN20BR
Horton
HTN20BL
Wynford
WYN20CH
Wynford
WYN20BR
Be Modern Group, Western
Approach, South Shields,
Tyne & Wear NE33 5QZ
Telephone: 0191 455 3571

© Dimplex All rights reserved. Material contained in this publication may not be reproduced in whole or in part, without prior permission in writing of Dimplex. Dimplex
is a Registered Trade Mark in the United Kingdom. All Optiflame fires are protected by patent nos GB2230335, AU621713, USA4965707, IE63651 and NZ232435.
Opti-myst and Opti-V effects are protected by multiple worldwide patents. All the products shown in this brochure are protected by intellectual property rights owned
by Dimplex or members of the Glen Dimplex Group on an international basis. The Glen Dimplex Group of Companies will actively protect these rights.

Dimplex is a Glen Dimplex Heating & Ventilation brand
Millbrook House, Grange Drive, Hedge End, Southampton, SO30 2DF. Tel: 0800 028 6122. Email: pre-sales@glendimplex.com
Glen Dimplex Ireland
Airport Road, Cloghran, Co. Dublin K67 DT89
+353 (0)1 8424833
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